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ABSTRACT
There are more than one million digitalized books (i.e. e-books)
so far in China-US Million Book Digital Library Project (MBP
for short). It is thus important to design effective and powerful
tools that enable users to easily search the required information
and appropriately access knowledge in the digital library. Towards this end, currently most digital libraries simply use the
traditional metadata-based or fulltext-based retrieval technologies
on the e-book collection. However, there are at least two limitations of such e-book retrieval systems. (1) The granularity of retrieval results is either too big or too small, and consequently the
middle granularities such as chapters and paragraphs are ignored
in the traditional e-book retrieval systems. (2) The mass of retrieval results are usually ill-organized so that users often need to
pay more efforts to obtain the required items. Therefore, with the
many complex data in MBP, new search models and algorithms
need to be developed that can take advantage of the particularities
of e-books, access them appropriately, and provide results efficiently. To tackle this challenge, this paper introduces our multigranularity and multi-aspect e-book retrieval approach for MBP.
Firstly, a Multi-granularity Multi-facet Knowledge Network
(MMKN) model is proposed to represent content from different
granularities (e.g., books, chapters, pages, paragraphs and words)
and different facets (e.g., time, space, etc.) to support retrieval of
relevant items from an e-book collection. Then we implement a
novel e-book retrieval system, called IQuery, to extract facetrelated information from e-books at several granularities and then
support multi-granularity e-book retrieval with more retrievable
units and multi-facet navigation. Experiments were conducted to
validate the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed MMKN
model, as well as the performance of IQuery. The results are encouraging, demonstrating that IQuery can provide powerful capabilities for e-book retrieval in MBP.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There are more than one million digitalized books (i.e. e-books)
so far in China-US Million Book Digital Library Project (MBP
for short). At this point, one might easily expect that in on longterm future when the full potential of MBP is realized, any citizen
will be able to access all human knowledge saved in the library.
However, every one in real world can only read a very small portion of books (averagely less than ten thousand books) in a digital
library throughout his life [2]. Thus the digital library needs effective and efficient knowledge organization and retrieval tools to
realize the mapping from one million and even more books in the
library to ten thousand books for each reader. In particular, an
important but urgent task for MBP is to design effective and powerful tools that enable users to easily search the required information from such a large e-book collection.
To tackle this task, currently most digital libraries simply use the
traditional metadata-based or fulltext-based retrieval technologies
on the e-book collection. However, there are at least two limitations of such e-book retrieval systems. First, the granularity of
retrieval results is either too big or too small. The purpose of ebook retrieval is to locate the items of interest. In metadata-based
or fulltext-based retrieval systems, however, the situation goes
into two extremes: to return a whole book or all matched words in
it. In the former situation, it is too tiresome for a user to skim
through the whole book to locate the required items. On the other
hand, it is also too laborious for a user to search in thousands of
matched word locations, most of which are usually off-topic.
Second, due to the overwhelming abundance of retrieval results,
some kind of grouping navigation is in need. For example, information items within e-books can be spilt into different facets such
as time, space, etc., which can be used to group the retrieval results.
Different with a web page, an e-book often has complex semantic
structure. For example, each e-book has multiple granularities of
semantic units ─ chapters, pages, paragraphs and words. Moreover, each e-book is a center surrounded by different facets of
properties. Without loss of generality, the two kinds of e-book
structure are referred to as hierarchy and hubris respectively.
Therefore, with so many complex data in MBP, new search mod-

els and algorithms need to be developed that can take advantage
of the particularities of e-books, access them appropriately, and
provide results efficiently.
A possible solution is to integrate the knowledge organization
system (KOS) into search models and structures. Generally speaking, the KOS has a single purpose “to organize content to support
retrieval of relevant items from a digital library collection“[1]. As
a typical instance of KOSs, knowledge networks (KNs) can be
used to represent complex relationships between objects, e.g., the
equivalence and associative relationships among terms or concepts. As mentioned above, each e-book has multiple granularities
of semantic units. Thus it is necessary to extend KNs to represent
complex relationships between objects at different granularities.
Towards this end, we propose a Multi-granularity Multi-facet
Knowledge Network (MMKN) model to represent content from
different granularities (e.g., books, chapters, pages, paragraphs
and words) and different facets (e.g., time, space, etc.) so as to
support retrieval of relevant items from an e-book collection.
Using this model, we implement a novel e-book retrieval system,
called IQuery, to extract facet-related information from e-books at
several granularities and then support multi-granularity e-book
retrieval with more retrievable units and multi-facet navigation.
It should be noted that multi-granularity schemes have been studied for years in image processing [13, 14] and database management [15], even in digital library [12], but little attention has been
paid on their application to knowledge organization and e-book
retrieval. Multi-faceted approach has also been applied to visual
information analysis [7] and OAI-PHM [5]. Dakka and Ipirotis [6]
propose an automatic way of constructing a multi-faceted browser
of annotated images, program schedules, and web pages. Recently,
Google is also experimenting with new features aimed at improving the search results on a timeline or map view1. However, to the
best of our knowledge, IQuery is the first system for e-book retrieval by integrating multi-granularity and multi-aspect knowledge modeling methods.
The paper is organized as follows: We present our MMKN model
in Section 2 and the corresponding building algorithms in Section
3. Section 4 describes the IQuery system. Experiments are described in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. MULTI-GRANULARITY MULTI-FACET
KNOWLEDGE NETWORK MODEL
In this section, we present the Multi-granularity Multi-facet
Knowledge Network (MMKN) model. To begin with, we first
clarify several concepts.
Knowledge entity. A knowledge entity is a visible or invisible
carrier of a certain kind of information or knowledge, such as a
book in BookNet (described later).
Association. An association is a certain kind of relationship between knowledge entities at the same granularity.
Scaling. Scaling is a concept for modeling hierarchical relationship. As the scrolling up and scrolling down in data warehousing,
knowledge entities in different granularities might have scaling
up/down relationship. For example, if a chapter is a knowledge
1
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entity of interest, then the book is the entity scaling up from it,
and the paragraphs are entities scaling down from it.
Traditionally, the complex relationships among knowledge entities can be modeled as a knowledge network (KN). Furthermore,
to simultaneously model the hierarchy and hubris structures in an
e-book collection, we thus propose the MMKN model to represent
the complex relationships among knowledge entities from different granularities (e.g., books, chapters, pages, paragraphs and
words) and different facets (e.g., time, space, etc.). An example of
the MMKN model is shown in Fig. 1.

Facet graph for a vertex

Figure 1. An example of MMKN model. The vertices in a
dashed ellipse are of the same parent.
Thus we define the MMKN model formally as follows:
Vertex. Each vertex in the network represents a distinct knowledge entity. We use vi to denote the ith vertex. In MMKN, a vertex
has scaling relations, pointing to its parents or children (such as
components) in hierarchy.
Property. In general, each knowledge entity may possess several
dimensions of properties. Moreover, each property might have a
hierarchical structure. Thus vi could be represented as a function
of p1, p2 ,…, and pn where p1 denotes the first property of vi. As
shown in Fig 1, the properties for each vertex can be represented
as a facet graph.
Edge. There are several kinds of association between two vertices,
such as co-occurrence, semantic or syntactic relation, or sharing
common properties. If an association exists, an edge links them
together. Let eij denote the edge from vi to vj. Every edge has a
weight wij, indicating the intensity of relationship. Most edges in
MMKN are directed.
Graph (KN in one granularity). A graph consists of a set of vertices and a set of edges.
Distance (Shortest Path). Distance between two vertices is the
length of shortest path from one to another. If edges are unweighted, a distance counts for number of edges that the shortest
path passes. Here we let dij denote distance between vi and vj.

Mapping. There are two kinds of mapping: inter-granularity mapping by breaking a vertex into sub-vertices and vice versa; vertexproperty mapping by linking a vertex to its properties.
Due to the hierarchy structure of e-books, the MMKN model
consists of several layers of KNs, respectively denoted as BookNet, ChapterNet, ParagraphNet to TermNet (As shown in Fig. 1).
It should be noted that for different KNs, the knowledge entity
(i.e., vertex) and the association (i.e., edge) may have different
meanings. For example, a vertex in BookNet represents a book, a
vertex in ChapterNet represents a chapter, …, while a vertex in
TermNet represents a term or a keyword. Clearly, the scaling
relationship exists between two adjacent KNs (e.g., between
BookNet and ChapterNet). For simplicity, the MMKN model in
this paper is only restricted within three layers, i.e., BookNet,
ChapterNet, and TermNet.

3. BUILDING THE MMKN MODEL
Given the definition of the MMKN model above, it is important to
build an MMKN from an e-book collection. In general, building
an MMKN includes three steps: (1) determining knowledge entities and their properties for different KNs; (2) establishing association between knowledge entities; (3) scoring and normalizing
the weight of each association. Among them, the key issue is how
to score the associations between different knowledge entities.

3.1 Scoring the associations
This paper uses similarity functions to score the association between two knowledge entities and then assign the weight of the
edge among them. In general, the overall similarity between two
knowledge entities is affected by three factors: the facets of two
entities, the parent and children entities in hierarchy, and directness of the association. Accordingly, we develop three similarity
functions.

tween vi and vj on the lth sub-property of pk. λk is a normalization
factor so that 0 ≤ Sim k (vi , v j ) ≤ 1 and

∑

∀vt , ∃e it

Sim k (vi , vt ) = 1 ;

while β is a constant with β > 1 , ensuring the similarity score
calculated by k topical matches (each of which only uses one subproperty) is larger than by one full match using all k subproperties. Generally speaking, value matching is a process of
hierarchical matching. As pointed out by Leung and Chen [9], the
advantages of hierarchical matching are: 1) a structural comparison is made possible by matching property hierarchies; and 2) the
matching process can speed up.
On the other hand, VSM represents each vertex vi as a vector v i
of property values. Thus the similarity between two vertices can
be calculated by the cosine value of two vectors,

Simk (vi , v j ) = Cos( v i , v j ) =

vi • v j
vi • v j

.

(2)

In a broad sense, value matching can be regarded as a special case
of VSM where the value of each property is binary.
Then the final similarity score SimF (vi , v j ) is determined by linearly combining the overall similarity scores for each property
space. That is,

SimF (vi , v j ) = λ ∑α k Simk (vi , v j ) ,

(3)

k

where α k is a weight of property p k for vi. Note that Sim k (vi , v j )
and Sim k (v j , vi ) are often unequal due to different normalization

3.1.1 Multi-faceted Similarity
Given two neighboring vertices vi and vj in the same granularity,
we first consider how to measure the similarity between them
using only multi-faceted information. Let SimF (vi , v j ) denote the
multi-faceted similarity function, and Sim k (v i , v j ) the normalized similarity score between vi and vj on property pk. Here
Sim k (vi , v j ) is referred to as the basic similarity function. Basically, there are two ways to calculate Sim k (vi , v j ) , i.e., value
matching and Vector Space Model (VSM).
Value matching is an intuitive way (hit-and-gain) of scoring by
matching the values of the property and its sub-properties. Simply
speaking, once there is a hit in the matching, the similarity gains
one point. In general, there are two levels of property match: topical match and full match. Topical match denotes the match among
only the topical terms of these two properties, while full match
denotes the match of all sub-properties, including the topical
terms and other sub-properties (e.g., time). Empirically, similarity
score between vi and vj on property pk can be calculated as follows,

⎡ ∑ ∆ (v , v , p ) ⎤
l
i
j
k ⎥
⎢
Simk (vi , v j ) = λk ∆ k (vi , v j )⎢1 + l =1
⎥,
n+β
⎢
⎥
⎣
⎦

⎧1, vi and v j have the same value on pk ;
∆ k (vi , v j ) = ⎨
otherwise.
⎩0,
denotes the number of topical matches between vi and vj on property pk, and ∆ l ( vi , v j , p k ) denotes the number of matches bewhere

factor λ . Note that the weight α k is used to measure the importance of property p k for the knowledge entity vi. For example, the
title property is more important for an e-book than the publisher
property.

3.1.2 Multi-granularity Similarity
As for multi-granularity similarity between neighboring vertices
vi and vj, the affects of inter-granularity also should be taken into
account. Without risk of confusion, we use S + ( vi ) denote the

parent vertex set of vi in hierarchy, and S − (vi ) the children vertex set of vi in hierarchy. Thus the multi-granularity similarity
between vi and vj, denoted by SimG (vi , v j ) , can be calculated by

SimG (vi , v j ) =

∑σ

Sim (vs , vt ) ,

i, j
F
(( vs ∈S + ( vi ))∩( vt ∈S + ( v j )))∪
(( vs ∈S − ( vi ))∩( vt ∈S − ( v j )))

(4)

where SimF (vs , vt ) is the multi-faceted similarity score between
vs and vt (here (v s ∈ S + (vi )) ∩ (vt ∈ S + (v j )) or (v s ∈ S − (vi )) ∩
(vt ∈ S − (v j )) ), σ i , j is a parameter to control how vs is related to

n

(1)

vi and vt to vj. Intuitively speaking, if there is strong semantic
dependency between vs and vi (or vt and vj), then σ i , j will be

assign a larger value. Thus in this paper, σ i , j can be estimated
approximately by

σ i , j = P (v s | vi ) • P (vt | v j ) ,

(5)

decay functions (DFs): linear DF (LDF), polynomial DF (PDF),
and exponential DF (EDF). They differ in the speed of decay.
These functions are formulated as follows,
1
LDF (l ) = ,
l

where P (vs | vi ) or P (vt | v j ) can be estimated by the classical
probability estimation algorithms such as Bayesian Networks.

PDF (l ) =

At this point, we have two similarity scores between vi and vj, i.e.,
SimF (vi , v j ) and SimG (vi , v j ) . Clearly, the combination of multifaceted similarity score and multi-granularity similarity score may
be used to more accurately measure the association between vi
and vj. The simplest method to calculate the overall similarity
score Sim(vi , v j ) is the convex combination of SimF (vi , v j ) and
SimG (vi , v j ) , i.e.,
Sim(vi , v j ) = τSimF (vi , v j ) + (1 − τ ) SimG (vi , v j ) ,

(6)

where τ is the combination weight by τ ∈ (0.5, 1] . τ = 1 means
the multi-granularity similarity is not taken into account. A more
complex combination method is the iterative similarity propagation [10]. However, this method also suffers from much higher
complexity due to the iterative computation. We thus do not intend to apply it in this paper.

3.1.3 Multi-step Similarity
We have now defined the similarity functions for straight association between two entities. However, the similarity is transitive.
For example, if book A and book B, or book B and book C have
some common properties, it can be safely deduced that book A
and book C are potentially related. Without loss of generality, we
refer to this as indirect association, and accordingly the similarity
derived from indirect association as multi-step similarity. It is
necessary to take multi-step similarity into account when the
graph (i.e., KN in one granularity) is sparse.

1
,
poly (l )

EDF (l ) = e − l ,
where poly (l ) is a polynomial function depending on l.

3.2 Exploiting Multi-level Information
Given the similarity functions, we need to determine how to get
the properties of knowledge entities. In MBP, we can use three
levels of information: manually-labeled metadata, automatically
extracted keyword by the key-phrase extraction system [8], and
full text.
In MBP, the metadata of each e-book is available, which is produced in the book digitalization process according to the
USMARC21 entries of Library of Congress (LC) or OCLC. Some
semantic-relevant fields are selected out as properties of knowledge entities, such as field 650 and its sub-fields (See Table 1).
Moreover, for each e-book, there is a file “TOC.xml” to depict
chapter information, which can be used to split each e-book into
several chapters. An example of TOC.xml file is shown in Fig 2.

Table 1. The sub-fields of field 650 of USMARC21
$a

$v

$x

Topical
term

Form

General

$y

$z

Chronological Geographic

$2
Source of
Term

Several multi-step similarity functions have been suggested over
the network data [3], such as SimRank, Companion, Jaccard coefficient, etc. This paper uses SimRank [4] to measure the multistep similarity among knowledge entities. For simplicity, we use
Sim ( l ) (vi , vi ) to denote the multi-step similarity with the step
length l. Thus according to [4], the recursive SimRank iteration
propagates similarity scores with a constant decay factor
c ∈ (0, 1) for vertices vi ≠ v j ,

Sim ( l +1) (vi , v j ) =

c
∑ ∑ Sim (l ) (v' , v′′) ,
| I (vi ) || I (v j ) | v '∈I ( vi ) v′′∈I ( v j )

(7)

where I ( x) denotes the set of vertices linking to x. It should be
noted that if vi = v j , then Sim ( l +1) (vi , v j ) = 1 ; and if I (vi ) or
I (v j ) is empty, then Sim ( l +1) (vi , v j ) = 0 . The SimRank iteration
starts with Sim ( 0 ) (vi , v j ) = 1 for vi = v j and Sim ( 0 ) (vi , v j ) = 0 otherwise. In practice, Sim (1) (vi , v j ) is calculated by Eq. (6) if

vi ∈ I (v j ) or v j ∈ I (vi ) . In [4], the final SimRank score is defined
as the limit lim l →∞ Sim ( l ) (vi , v j ) , but in our application the final

multi-step score is controlled by the parameter l.
A key issue here is how to determine the decay factor c. The decay factor is introduced in SimRank to ensure the weight of association decays as the depth increases. There are several common

Figure 2. An example of an e-book with TOC.xml.
However, there are some practical limitations for manuallylabeled metadata: (1) The quality of metadata is not always satisfactory. In MBP, some e-books do not assigned to the corresponding MARC entries due to human factors in the book digitalization
phase or the absence of the corresponding MARC entries in LC or
OCLC. (2) In some cases, several important fields or sub-fields
are missing or incomplete, even the MARC entries of these e-

books are available. (3) Metadata is not provided for other
granularities such as chapters or paragraphs except a whole ebook.
In previous work [8], we developed an effective and efficient
algorithm to extract keywords from texts of any granularity. This
algorithm treats each document as a semantic network that holds
syntactic relation in edges and frequency information in nodes,
and then exploits the network structure analysis models to extract
key phrases. Experiments demonstrate the proposed algorithm
averagely improves 50% in effectiveness and 30% in efficiency in
unsupervised tasks and performs comparatively with supervised
extractors. Therefore, this key-phrase extractor algorithm is used
to extract keywords from texts of an e-book, a chapter or a paragraph. Naturally, each vertex is treated as a vector of key phases
and VSM is used as the basic similarity function in this case.

3.3 Two Examples of Building Process
In the following, we use the top BookNet and the bottom TermNet in MMKN as two examples to illustrate the building process.

3.3.1 Building BookNet
In MMKN, BookNet is introduced to quantitatively represent the
association between e-books. Thus the evaluation criterion is how
well BookNet symbolizes association between e-books. As defined in Section 2, a vertex represents an e-book in BookNet.
Then the properties of each e-book can be selected from three
sources: manually-labeled metadata, keywords extracted from full
text or chapters. To more accurately capture the association relationship, we implement three similarity measures between ebooks: metadata based similarity, VSM similarity based on keywords of chapters, and VSM similarity based on keywords in full
text.
As mentioned above, the metadata of each e-book is available
from the corresponding MARC record. For semantic analysis of
e-books, only subject fields (i.e., 6xx fields) and their sub-fields
in MARC entries are used in BookNet building process. As
shown in Table 1, different sub-fields of 6xx fields represent different facets about e-books. In this case, value matching method
is used in the basic similarity function. Table 2 shows several
examples of similarity scoring results by using Eq. (1). In the first
row, the properties of two vertices are all matched, thus its scoring weight is 1.0; In the second row, only one property “Political
parties” and its exclusive sub-property “Great Britain” of two
vertices are matched, thus its scoring weight is smaller; While in
the last row, the two vertices only share one property “Political
parties” but the Geographic sub-property of the right book is not
equal to “Great Britain”, thus its scoring weight is smallest.

Table 2. Examples of similarity scoring in BookNet
Vertex 1
(book ID)

Vertex 2
(book ID)

weight

31014152

31010101

1.0

31014152

31009882

0.6666667

31014152

31009870

0.5

matched subject
1.Elections
2.Political parties
Political parties
(Great Britain)
Political parties

On the other hand, the semantics of a keyword is dependent on its
context, say, whether the keyword occurs in the whole book or
only a chapter. Feature weights can be used to measure the de-

pendency. This paper uses two feature weighting schema [8]:
TFIDF and SW (score function based on Small-World Phenomenon). In the SW based scoring scheme, each document is treated
as a semantic network that holds both syntactic and statistical
information, and the score function S ( wi ) captures the centrality
of word wi in the context and the role it plays in the compactness
of the network. Clearly, keywords are extracted respectively from
the whole e-book or one by one from chapters.
Finally, the BookNet can be built by combining different similarity scores.

3.3.2 Building TermNet
TermNet is the bottom layer in MMKN. The knowledge entities
are terms or concepts other than e-books. Thus the property selection and similarity scoring are slightly different from BookNet.
In the case that terms are from the labeled metadata (i.e. MARC
entries), not only the sub-subjects but also the occurrences of
terms in e-books can be treated as the properties of vertices. That
is, if two terms co-occur in the same e-book, it can be deduced
that they may have some semantic association. Multi-step similarity is used to measure the association between two terms, where
the control parameter l is set to 2 for computational simplicity. In
this case, it is easy to choose an appropriate decay factor since
there is no significant difference between two decay factors PDF
and EDF. Figure 3 shown an example of similarity scoring for
term association by using metadata,

Figure 3. Similarity scoring for term association by using
metadata. Solid lines are straight association, and dashed lines
are indirect association.
In the case of automatically extracted keywords, keywords can be
approximately treated as terms in our application. Each keyword
can be viewed as a vector of documents. Thus the similarity between two keywords can be easily calculated by Eq. (2). This
similarity can also be referred to as semantic proximity in [4].
Similarly, the TermNet can be built by combining different similarity scores.

4. THE IQUERY SYSTEM
As a powerful knowledge network model to represent content
from different granularities and different facets, MMKN can be
applied to a wide range of applications. By exploiting BookNet
and TermNet, MMKN can be used to knowledge-based e-book
browsing and navigation. In our previous work, KnowMap [10] is
such a hierarchical e-book browsing system on the basis of
MMKN model. In this section, we describe a novel e-book retrieval system, called IQuery, also based on MMKN model.
On the top of the MMKN framework, IQuery system extracts
facet-related information from e-books at several granularities and
then supports multi-granularity e-book retrieval with more retrievable units and multi-facet navigation. Given a query, IQuery
first searches the submitted keyword through TermNet. If it hits,
facets (groups of sub-subjects) in TermNet are returned. Meanwhile, the system also searches the relevant e-books or chapters

from MMKN. Finally, the system returns different granularities of
retrieval results and displays them in the visualization way. Compared with the traditional e-book retrieval system, IQuery has
three key modules.
(1) Facet grouping module: According to their topical properties and sub-properties in the BookNet, retrieval results are
grouped into different facets. Consequently, users can browse
through facet navigator and further refine their inquiries according to the provided facets.
(2) Multi-granularity relevance analysis module: With the
multi-granularity information available in MMKN, e-books and
chapters are ranked and re-ordered according to their multigranularity similarity scores with the given query. Users thus can
access the chapters directly.
(3) Information visualization module: This module is used to
visualize the semantic structure of TermNet with the given inquiry keyword as the network center, consequently facilitating
users to refine their inquiries to relevant topics.
Figure 4 shows the main interface of IQuery.

Therefore, facet grouping can provide a novel navigation way for
retrieval results.
Currently, facets are defined according to fields and subfields in
metadata: composite terms (terms including the query keyword),
time, place, general subfield (category), forms of reservation,
people, source of topic terms (LCSH or other), and others (unclassified aspects). For e-books or chapters without labeled metadata, different methods can be used to extracted aspects and facets.
For example, the composite terms can be further distilled from the
key-phrases that are extracted by the key-phrase extractor; the
general subfields can be selected from the co-occurring keywords
with the given query keywords; for some named entities, we can
obtain them from the thesauri, or learn by using linguistic rules
and text mining.

4.2 Query Relevance Analysis in Multigranularity Context
In IQuery, multi-granularity information can be not only used to
support e-book retrieval with different granularities of retrievable
units (e.g., books, chapters or paragraphs), but also used to improve the ranking of retrieval results. Intuitively, if a user input a
query “neural network”, a book with several relevant chapters
should be assigned to a higher rank score than another book with
only one relevant chapter, even though the key-phrase “neural
network” may have the same occurrence scores in the two books.
In this paper, we refer to this query relevance analysis in multigranularity context as multi-granularity ranking.
Chapter Relevance
A.2
0.5
B.2
0.3
B.3
0.4
C.1
0.6
C.4
0.9
Initial relevance scores for chapters
Initial relevance scores for e-books
(Assume that each e-book has ten chapters)
(a) Initial ranking by using intra-granularity information
Book Relevance
A
0.8
B
0.6
C
0.55

Rank
1
Rank

Figure 4. GUI of our e-book retrieval system, IQuery.

4.1 Facet Grouping
In IQuery, retrieval results are grouped into aspects (e.g., “water
supply”, “water resource in USA” and so on for the query keyword “water”) according to different values of topic-related fields
and subfields; then different aspects are grouped into facets (e.g.,
people, time or place) according to the meaning of these fields. As
shown in Fig. 4, the aspect list can be used to query expansion,
and the facet information is displayed in a navigation tree.
Different with the traditional clustering, facet grouping can be
treated as a multi-view clustering technology. The same e-book or
chapter can be grouped into several aspects or facets according to
its different properties or different values of the same property.
By using facet grouping, we can easily build a concept hierarchy.

Chapter
C.4

Book

2

A.2

1

A

3

C.1

2

C

4

B.3

3

B

5

B.2

(c) Re-ranking of chapters by taking
into account the affects of book
relevance scores on chapter ranking

(b) Re-ranking of e-books by taking
into account the affects of chapter
relevance scores on e-book ranking

Figure 5. An example of the calculation of multi-granularity
ranking.
Fig. 5 shows an example of the calculation of multi-granularity
ranking. Formally, let bi denote a relevant book in retrieval results, c s a relevant chapter in retrieval results. Given a query q ,
we use r ( 0 ) (bi | q ) (or r ( 0 ) (c s | q) ) to denote the initial relevance
score of book bi (or chapter c s ) regarding to q . Thus if books
are treated as the retrieval units, then the relevance score
r (1) (bi | q ) of multi-granularity ranking can be defined as follows:

r (1) (bi | q ) = θr ( 0 ) (bi | q ) + (1 − θ ) ∑ϖ s r ( 0 ) (cs | q) ,
cs ∈bi

(8)

where the parameter θ is used to control the affects of chapter
relevance scores on e-book ranking, ϖ s is a weight to measure
the topical dependency of the given chapter on the whole book,
with ∑ϖ s = 1 and 0 ≤ ϖ s ≤ 1 . For example, ϖ s = 0.1 for middle
chapters, ϖ s = 0.05 for introductory and summary chapters but

ϖ s = 0.01 for auxiliary chapters such as references and bibliography. A similar formula can be easily deduced when chapters are
treated as the retrieval units.
Fig. 6 shows an example of multi-granularity ranking results,
where chapters are treated as the retrieval units. We can see that
in the initial ranking results, the introduction chapter is in the first
rank. In most cases, the introduction chapter might be too general
to satisfy the user’s needs. We can see that this situation has been
improved in the multi-granularity ranking results, in which chapters with more concrete content are in the first rank.

Figure 7. The snapshot of Web-based IQuery system.

5. EXPERIMENTS
Experiments were conducted to validate the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed MMKN model, as well as the performance of IQuery.
(a) Initial ranking results

(b) Multi-granularity ranking results

Figure 6. An example of multi-granularity ranking results,
where chapters are treated as the retrieval units.

4.3 Information Visualization
Information visualization (IV) module can provide powerful capabilities that enable users to refine their inquiries, navigate the
topical space related to the query, analyze the results, and change
the form of the information to interact with it. However, visualizing a topic network with millions of nodes is very challenging.

5.1 Efficiency of MMKN Building
In this experiment, we investigate the time cost of MMKN building. We select 100, 1000, 5000, 10000 e-books from our archive,
and develop an automatic builder for MMKN with JAVA. The
builder runs on a PC with Intel 4 1.6GHz CPU and 1.0G memory.
Results are shown in the table 3. For space limitation, here we
only give the data regarding BookNet and TermNet. Note that
here l denotes the control parameter l in multi-step similarity
function. l=1 means only the direct association is taken into account, while l=2 means both the direct association and the indirect
association with 2 steps are taken into account.

Table 3. Time cost of MMKN building.
Num of Num of BookNet TermNet
Books terms
edges
edges
100

BookNet TermNet Building Time
Building
l=1
l=2
Time
1''
4''
5''

176

154

874

1000

898

12,096

12,721

2''

22''

25''

5230

3,579

77,438

50,284

7''

1'18''

1'29''

10000 16,998 265,936 110,561

18''

2'20''

2'47''

Generally speaking, when a user enters a query, what he/she is
most interested in is not the entire topic network, but local topical
structure related to the given query. As a result, IQuery employs a
centroid-driven approach to visualize the semantic structure of
TermNet. That is, when a user inputs his/her query, the IV module returns a part of the topic network, with the query keywords at
the center and all other vertices in a two-degree separation from
the center. Developed with the open-source software prefuse
(heep://prefuse.org), the IV module can effectively facilitate users
to refine their inquiries to relevant topics. Fig. 8 shows an example of the centroid-driven IV panorama of TermNet, with “Petrology” as the center.

We can see that the MMKN building process is computational
efficient. Moreover, the time cost of MMKN building increases
much more slowly than the number of input nodes. Comparatively, the building time of TermNet is much more than BookNet.
A possible reason is that they are implemented with different
search algorithms. BookNet is built using Trie Tree as search data
structure, while TermNet is built using SQL operations on the
Term database.

4.4 Web-based IQuery System

5.2 Effectiveness of MMKN

Fig. 7 shows the snapshot of Web-based IQuery system, which
uses Tomcat as the Web service software and Lucene as the
backend full-text search engine. Currently, IQuery runs on an
archive with about 150,000 English e-books in MBP.

To investigate the effectiveness of MMKN, experiments should
be performed on its instances, such as BookNet or TermNet.
However, the evaluation of the accuracy of BookNet is a goal
hard to achieve. First, each book has a long but unstructured text,
and it is difficult for one person to summarize the topics without
skimming through the full text. It is also a very time-consuming

task for such a large archive. Furthermore, the definition and criterion of topical association between books differs from one to
another, even though they are all experts. Therefore, we here only
validate the effectiveness of TermNet in a case study (an example
of BookNet is shown in table 2).
We choose 5230 e-books from our archive, and 9516 subject field
entries are available for these e-books. Then a TermNet is built on
this data set. The results are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. Since the
entire network is too complex and huge, we only deploy a local
graph with a randomly-selected vertex, “Petrology”, as the center.
In the two figures, the center node, its straight neighbors, and its
two-step neighbors are marked by different padding colors. The
width of each edge indicates the similarity score between two
vertices.

From Fig. 9, we can see that “Mineralogy Determinative” and
“Chemistry Analytic” have the highest similarity score with “Petrology”. It really makes sense in the real world, since the first is
a theory in petrology, and the latter is one of the core technologies
of petrology. Also, from the two-step neighbors, we can find
some related concepts to “Petrology”, such as “Biological chemistry” (on the formation of stones) and “Enamel and enamelling” (on usage of petrology).
Clearly, the abundance of concept relation relies on the size of the
data set. With more e-books available, we can obtain more interesting experience in the navigation of TermNet. Some surprising
but reasonable associations may spark further discoveries or new
ideas.

5.3 Performance of IQuery
5.3.1 Experimental Setup
In this experiment, our aim is to test whether IQuery is able to
improve the user’s experience in e-book retrieval task by exploiting multi-granularity and multi-facet information. Besides IQuery,
two additional e-book retrieval systems are used as baselines. The
first system, denoted by MDSearch, searches results for the given
query on a metadata base (including all subject fields in MARC
entries). The second system, denoted by FTSearch, searches results for the given query through a full-text search engine (Lucene
is used in our experiments).
We select 544 books from our e-book archive, covering nearly all
subjects available, from agriculture, arts, economy, engineering, history, mathematics, management and so on. Then we
extract key-phrases from each chapter of these books, using keyphrase extractor proposed by [8]. In the experiment, users can
access the full text, chapter information, and metadata of each
book.

5.3.2 Evaluation Measures
Figure 8. The panorama of the centroid-driven IV result of
TermNet, with “Petrology” as the center.

Figure 9. The enlarged local graph of the centroid-driven IV
result of TermNet, with “Petrology” as the center.

To evaluate the effectiveness of information retrieval system,
precision and recall are usually used. However, in e-book retrieval,
it is very tiresome for one to skim through all the books to determine how many of them are related to a query. Moreover, most
users won’t be patient enough to browse through all returned results. As a result, some literatures choose top n precision, denoted
by p@n, as the evaluation measure. p@n evaluates how many
results on the top n are relevant to the given query. However, we
use a variation of p@n – s@n, where s is the score of relevance
between a query and a book or a chapter. We argue that here relevance score is more accurate than precision that uses binary
scores.
As for the criterion of relevance, we carry out a double-blind user
survey. We invite users to input any query word they like, and
score top 10 returned results. Note that users are not aware of the
technical backgrounds of each retrieval system and which one or
two are baseline(s). For practical limitations, we have 6 users to
fulfill this experiment. The value scope of relevance scores is
constrained in [0, 10]. As psychology studies, users are prone to
choose middle score 5, so we choose discrete relevance scores
including 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10. The meaning of each score is listed
in Table 4. Users can make their decisions based on the metadata,
table of contents, and full text of each book or chapter. As for
Chapter, users are instructed to score the corresponding book of
the returned chapter first and then the chapter. Otherwise, users

will easily over-score the book because of the intervention of the
chapters.

Table 4. Definition of optional Relevance Score and mapping
between two kinds of scores.
2

Score

4

6

8

10

defini- Not rele- A little rele- Mediated rele- Quite rele- Very relevant
vant
vant
vant
vant
tion

Then three measures are used.

Micro average s@10 (Mic s@10). Usually one page displays 10
results. Therefore, we investigate only the scores in the first page.
Micro s@10 means the average score of the top 10 results for
each query.
Number of result @10 (NoR@10). It indicates the number results of each query, which plays a similar role as recall. NoR is
sometimes smaller than 10.
Macro average s@n (Mac s@n, n ≤ 10 ). It shows the average
score of the top n results for all queries.
In addition, if some users choose the same query, we can investigate scoring variance for different users.

5.3.3 Experimental Results
Result 1: micro measures. The result of micro measures is shown
in Table 5. In this table, there are several acronyms: s is short for
Mic s@10; s(c) and s(b) stand for Mic s@10 when returned chapters and books respectively; N is short for NoR@10. The figures
in bold are the top values in the row. The queries with an asterisk
are duplicated queries. When the query is “China”, FTSearch
does not return any results (denoted by N/A) possibly due to case
recognition failure.

Table 5. Micro measures @10 for each query.
Query

FTSearch
s

IQuery
N

s(c)

MDSearch

s(b)

N

s

N

5.6 ± 2.3
N/A

10

7±2

10

0

6±3

9

control

3.0 ± 1.9

10 7.2 ± 2.7

mathematics

4.8 ± 3.4

10

beauty

4.8 ± 2.5

10 5.2 ± 2.1

4.6 ± 1.6

10

N/A

0

6.3 ± 2.7

10 8.2 ± 1.8

6.3 ± 3.0

10

8±2

4

education*

N/A

multimedia

N/A

0

N/A

N/A

0

N/A

0

protocol

N/A

0

N/A

N/A

0

N/A

0

0

6.0 ± 2.1

4.4 ± 0.8

5

10

1

10 5.4 ± 3.3

4.2 ± 2.6

10

3±1

3

China*

N/A

culture

5.8 ± 2.7

As for retrieval accuracy, MDSearch should have the highest
scores, since theoretically the manually-labeled topic terms
should best capture the content of books. However, the result is
that s(c) of IQuery outperforms others in most cases (9/15). There
might be several reasons. First, the subject fields in metadata are
missing or incomplete in many books, leading to the fluctuant
performance of MDSearch. Second, a word usually has different
meanings in different contexts. Since MDSearch employs the
word matching method without taking its context into account,
the retrieval results will be certainly assigned to low relevant
scores by users. Finally, one highly-relevant book usually has
several highly-relevant chapters. Thus when more than one of
these chapters is returned in IQuery, it will obtain a higher mic
s@10. An interesting but natural finding in the experiment is that
for real users, chapters seem to be a more suitable retrievable unit
than books. Consequently IQuery has signification advantages in
relevance scores of returned results since it can quickly locate the
required items.
As for NoR, both IQuery and FTSearch are significantly higher
than MDSearch. Empirically speaking, FTSearch should have the
highest recall (NoR), since it employs the largest word set. Overall, IQuery returns more results with higher relevance scores.
But IQuery still has its shortcomings when given some general
words such as “mathematics”. The reason lies in the mismatching between stemming and de-stemming. We can see “mathematic” and “mathematical” as keywords in the chapter, but our
current stemmer and de-stemmer fail to map them to the same
stem. This means that there is still some room for improvement
for IQuery.
Result 2: macro measures. In the Fig. 10, we can see that IQuery
with s(c) outperforms others in all top@n ( n ≤ 10 ).The variances
of Mac s@n for FTSearch, IQuery with s(c), IQuery with s(b),
and MDSearch are in the scope of [2.87, 3.37], [2.33, 2.81], [2.62,
2.81], and [3.04, 3.60], respectively. Clearly, IQuery with s(c) has
a relatively low variance.

war*

2.0 ± 0

10 7.7 ± 2.5

6.0 ± 2.9

10

7±3

10

health

5.2 ± 3.3

10 5.8 ± 3.7

6.4 ± 3.6

10

2

1

Figure 10. Macro average s@n for all three systems.

depression

5.0 ± 1.4

10 8.0 ± 2.0

5.3 ± 1.2

3

N/A

0

vitamin

4.6 ± 2.5

10 6.8 ± 2.9

5.8 ± 2.4

10

4

1

population

5.2 ± 3.6

10 7.0 ± 3.7

6.0 ± 3.7

10

6±6

2

symphony

4.4 ± 2.8

10

8.0 ± 0

8.0 ± 0

3

N/A

0

sculpture

7.0 ± 3.3

10

10.0 ± 0

10.0 ± 0

10

10

1

Result 3: user variance. Thanks to the existence of replicated
queries, we can further study the variance of relevance scores by
different users on the same query. Intuitively, if we treat the relevance scores of the 10 results for each replicated query (though
sometimes it is less than 10) as a score vector, then the variance
between two users can be calculated by the cosine value of these
two vectors. The result is surprising. As shown in Table 6, the
cosines values are all very near 1. This means that different users
have the similar relevant scores for the same ranking of retrieval
results. To some extent, this validates the fact that the above two
experimental results have a comparatively strong generalization.

Note: s is short for Mic s@10; s(c) and s(b) stand for Mic s@10 when
returned chapters and books respectively; N is short for NoR@10.

A possible reason might be that users with similar educational
background tend to make similar judgments on relevance scores.

Table 6. Relevance score variance between users.
IQuery

Query

FTSearch

MDSearch

s(c)

s(b)

education

0.854

0.938

0.931

China

N/A

0.963

0.980

1.000

war

1.000

0.930

0.929

0.990

0.990

In summary, the experimental results are generally positive, but in
some cases, the improvements are not so significant. However, we
can safely conclude from these results that IQuery can provide
novel and powerful capabilities for e-book retrieval in MBP.

6. CONCLUSION
As the number of digitalized e-books increases rapidly in MBP, it
is crucial to design effective and powerful tools that enable users
to easily search the required information from such a large e-book
collection. This paper presents our multi-granularity and multiaspect e-book retrieval approach for MBP. A novel system, called
IQuery, has been implemented to extract facet-related information
from e-books at several granularities and then support multigranularity e-book retrieval with more retrievable units and multifacet navigation. Experimental results show that IQuery can provide powerful capabilities for e-book retrieval in MBP.
In future, we will investigate how to extend IQuery on a larger ebook archive with multiple languages. Clearly, IQuery is only a
start point towards developing new search models and structures
that can support effective and efficient knowledge organization
and retrieval in MBP by taking advantage of the particularities of
e-books.
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